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_____________________________________________________________________________________________ 

 

 

Abstract— Data summarization is an important concept in the field of data mining for finding a compressed 

representation of a dataset. In any spatial network activity summarization(SNAS) , we are given a spatial network 

and a group of activities (e.g. , perambulator fatality reports, crime reports ) and the goal is to find the K-shortest 

route that summarize the activities. SNAS is essential for application where observation take place along linear 

paths such as roadways, train tracks, etc. SNAS is computationally challenging because of the large amount of 

K-subsets of shortest path in a spatial network. Nearest neighbour (NN) query is one of the most significant 

operations in spatial databases and their application field domains, for example location-based services and 

advanced traveller information systems. This addresses the problem of finding the in-route nearest neighbour 

(IRNN) for a query entities tuple which consists of a given path with a destination and a present location o it. The 

IRNN is a facility instance via which the alternative route from the original route on the way to the destination is 

smallest. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

 

Spatial network activity summarization (SNAS) is important in numerous application domains such as disaster 

response, crime analysis, etc. In disaster response-related application, action is taken instantly after a disastrous 

incident with the aim of saving life, defending property, and dealing with immediate disruption, spoil or other 

effects caused by the disaster [1]. For example, transportation planners and engineers may need to recognize road 

segments/stretches that pose risks for pedestrians and have need of redesign [2]; crime analysts may look for 

concentrations of crimes along certain streets to guide law enforcement [3]; and hydrologists may try to recapitulate 

environmental change on water resources to understand the performance of river network and lakes [2]. Disaster 

response played an important responsibility in the earthquake, where there were many requests for support for 

example food, water and medical supplies [4]. Emergency managers need the means to review these requests so that 

they can better understand how to distribute relief supplies. Spatial network activity summarization (SNAS) has 
important application in domains where observation occur along linear paths in the network. Spatial network 

databases are the kernel of many vital application, including transportation planning; air traffic control; water, 

electric, and gas utilities; telephone network; urban management; sewer maintenance and irrigation canal 

management. The phenomena of interest for these application are structured as spatial network, which consist of a 

finite group of the points (i.e., nodes), the line-segments (i.e., edges) connecting the points, the location of the points, 

and the attributes of the points and line-segments. For example, a spatial network database for transportation 

application may store road connection points and the road segment connecting [6] the intersections .A very 

important query in spatial database systems and geographic information systems is the nearest neighbour (NN) 

search. In the nearest neighbor literature, the Minkowski metrics, e.g., Euclidean distance and graph path length, e.g., 

road distance are common distance metrics. Query entity in the literature can be of two types, namely, a point and 

line segments. A variant to the point-NN query is a closest pair query between two point datasets. 
 

II. A FRAMEWORK FOR DATA SUMMARIZATION 

 

A Data summarization is an essential concept in data mining that entails techniques for finding a solid description or 

representation Summarization Framework for Various Data Genres of a dataset. The process naturally involves 

defining a set of groups, finding a representative for each group, and reporting a statistic for each group (e.g., sum, 

mean, standard deviation). These notion be different depending on the genre of the data being summarized. Table 1 

presents a summarization framework for three genres of data. An example of the first, relational table summarization, 

is the GROUP BY clause in SQL that is used to group rows having general values to report SQL aggregation 

functions for example mean and standard deviation. The second genre is spatial Euclidean summarization, which 

includes heat maps and hotspot analysis. Heat maps gives a graphical representation of data in which individual 

values contained in a matrix are represented as colours. Hotspots are a special type of partitioned pattern where 
object in hotspot regions have high similarity in comparison to one another and are dissimilar to all the entity outside 

the hotspot [9]. And the third genre, spatial network summarization, which defines group based on partitioning a 

network and may represent groups using nodes, paths, trees, etc. 

TABLE 1 

 

 

Data Genre Group definition Group representation Choices 

Relational Table (a set of rows) A partition of rows Distinct values of attributes (e.g., age-group) 

Spatial (Euclidean space) A partition of space Point, polygons, ellipses, line-strings 

Spatial Network ( Neighbour 

relationship) 

A partition of a graph Node, path, tree, subgraph 
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III. LITERATURE REVIEW 

 

Summarizing activity by grouping is a important research area in data mining. Previous techniques have 

generally been geometry-based [11]-[14] or network based [16]-[18]. In geometry-based summarization, 

partitioning of spatial data is based on clustering similar points distributed in planar space where distance is 
calculated by using Euclidean distance, not network distance. Such techniques focus on the discovery of the 

geometry (e.g., circle, ellipse) of high density areas [11] and include k-Mean [8], k-Medoid [9], p-median [15], 

and Nearest Neighbour   Hierarchical Clustering [13]. These methods do not consider the underlying spatial 

network; they group spatial entity that are close in terms of Euclidean distance but not close in terms of network 

distance. 

 

In network-based summarization, spatial objects are clustered using network (e.g., road) distance. Existing 

method of network-based techniques for example Mean Streets [14], Maximal Subgraph Finding (MSGF), and 

Clumping group activity over multiple paths, a single path/subgraph, or no path at all. 

 

IV. IMPLEMENTATION WORK 

 

4.1 ARCHITECTURE 

 

In the proposed system there are four modules which are as follows:  

1. Create Database 

2. Continuous Query Engine 

3. Apply Algorithm for the Query 

4. Result Analysis                      

Fig 1 shows the architecture of the proposed system. 

Fig. 1. The architecture of system 

4.2 MODULES 

 

4.2.1 Create Database: 
 

Canal Network is digitized and delineated using the Survey of India (SOI) topo map of scale 1:25,000. Block 

and Chak boundaries were delineated from the features resulted from surface modelling tools, topo map and 

digitized canal network. The methodology is represented in fig 2. The following layers are generated in GIS 

Platform: 

1. Canal line; 

2. Canal Node; 

3. Contour and Digital Elevation Model; 

4. Command Area Boundary including Block and Chak; boundary; 
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Fig. 2. Generated Graph 

4.2.2 Continuous Query Engine: 

 

We focus primarily on the problem of query processing, specifically on how to define and evaluate continuous 

queries over data streams. We address semantic issues as well as efficiency concerns as following: 

1. Find the leakage & damages with respect to area range. 

2. Ranges fluctuate from source to destination. 

3. Take area range in between low to high level of axis. 

4.  Leakage & damages will be found with the help of Digital reader gauge. 

  

 
 

Fig. 3. Showing Leakage                                                                     Fig. 4. Leakage Visualization 

 

4.2.3 Apply Algorithm for the Query: 

 

One such implementation uses an inverse distance weighted average of the k-nearest multivariate neighbors. 

This algorithm functions as follows [2]: 

a) Compute Euclidean or Mahalanobis distance from target plot to those that were sampled.  

b) Order samples taking for account calculated distances.  

c) Choose heuristically optimal k nearest neighbor based on RMSE done by cross validation technique.  

d) Calculate an inverse distance weighted average with the k-nearest multivariate neighbors  

There are some interesting data structures and algorithms when you apply KNN on graphs – See Euclidean 

minimum spanning tree and nearest neighbor graph . There are also some nice techniques like condensing, 

search tree and partial distance that try to reduce the time taken to find the k nearest neighbor. 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Euclidean_minimum_spanning_tree
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Euclidean_minimum_spanning_tree
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Nearest_neighbor_graph
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       Fig. 5. Showing Shortest path of leakage                        Fig. 6. Visualization of shortest path of leakage 

 

4.2.4 Result Analysis 

 
That final stage involves using the model selected as best in the previous stage and applying it to new data in 

order to create predictions or approximations of the expected outcome[2][13]. But the output of mining is 

depending on data set and the algorithm used. 

 
 

V. CONCLUSION 

 

This work explored the problem of spatial network activity summarization in relation to vital application 

domains for example preventing pedestrian fatalities and crime analysis.  
 

In future work, we plan to explore another types of data that may not be associated with a point in a street (e.g., 

aggregated pedestrian fatality data at the zip code level). We plan to inspect a distance-based rather than 

coverage-based objective function. We will also generalize SNAS for all paths and explore spatial constraints 

(e.g., nearest neighbours). 
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